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Summary
Whether it is dark coffee beans roasted to perfection or a milky latte that attracts attention, an expert coffee maker can concoct any

version successfully. His professionalism and coffee aroma brings customers from different shores.

Message
Today  it is easy to start a company but to sustain business is difficult.  Even an online presence is useful when the work is noticed.

It is high  time we acknowledge the need for a global relationship that is the key  to developing a good clientele. &nbsp;And just

because the photo imaging  company offers low cost prices it does not mean they give a bad quality. Clipping Path India based in 

United Kingdom has proven clients worldwide who endorse the outsourcing. Fresh out of college the creative graphic designers

have spread their aroma of work. Imagine the effect that a natural drop shadow can have on an image? Much like the different

versions of coffee, this  company has vanilla designers but with a creative streak. On the menu  are much more services of photo

imaging that have bought back customers from across the world. From UK to Australia, from Netherlands to USA, the data base is

increasing. 

   Flush  with the success of its services the company which has an office in UK  is already attracting attention of new users who can

benefit. With the  increase in the number of websites, the need for good visuals, images on  the websites has increased. Clipping

Path India has highly talented staff that can do any kind of image manipulation, masking, or retouching. And the costs are low only

because the workforce is based in Dhaka, Bangladesh. Like many other outsourcing projects this has become successful too. With a

team that works 24 x7, it is almost like having a photo department within the company. Clients are able to track their orders anytime 

after they have given the job. With online quality control and also 24  email services the client knows at every stage what is

happening with  the work.  

   Expanding their services offshore has been the best move for Clipping Path. Chief Executive Mr. Atiqur Sumon of Clipping Path

India said, &ldquo;We  understand that most clients now prefer dealing directly and also  demand immediate services. We are able

to deal with this. We have a  3-shift team so everyone works at their pace and also is able to deliver  a quality job. &nbsp;&nbsp;The

testimonials on the website say it all.&rdquo;  To gain trust and establish a working relationship we also give trail  offers. Once the

confidence is established, we are able to execute any  kind of work.&rdquo; He adds, &ldquo;We have a wide range of clients in

different  industries. They are web developers, graphic companies, and individual clients. We also cater to photo studios, catalog

companies, printing press and photographers.&rdquo; 

   Clipping Path India, works with the latest digital technologies to service their growing  list of clients. With the application of,

adobe photoshop CS3, adobe  photoshop CS3 plug-ins and PTGui Pro, the professionals are able to  deliver competent results.   
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